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Abstract
We consider the family of stochastic partial differential equations in-
dexed by a parameter ε ∈ (0, 1],
Lu
ε(t, x) = εσ(uε(t, x))F˙ (t, x) + b(uε(t, x)),
(t, x) ∈ (0, T ] × Rd with suitable initial conditions. In this equation, L
is a second-order partial differential operator with constant coefficients, σ
and b are smooth functions and F˙ is a Gaussian noise, white in time and
with a stationary correlation in space. Let pεt,x denote the density of the
law of uε(t, x) at a fixed point (t, x) ∈ (0, T ]×Rd. We study the existence
of limε↓0 ε
2 log pεt,x(y) for a fixed y ∈ R. The results apply to classes of
stochastic wave equations with d ∈ {1, 2, 3} and stochastic heat equations
with d ≥ 1.
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Keywords: Logarithmic estimates of densities (Varadhan estimates);
stochastic partial differential equations; stochastic wave equation; stochas-
tic heat equation; Malliavin calculus; large deviation principle; topological
support.
1 Introduction
In this article, we consider the family of stochastic partial differential equations
(SPDEs) indexed by a parameter ε ∈ (0, 1] defined by
Luε(t, x) = εσ(uε(t, x))F˙ (t, x) + b(uε(t, x)), (1.1)
(t, x) ∈ (0, T ]× Rd, d ≥ 1, with suitable initial conditions. Here L is a second-
order partial differential operator, typical examples are the wave and the heat
operators; σ, b : R → Rd are smooth functions; F˙ is a Gaussian noise, white in
time and with a stationary correlation in space.
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Equation (1.1) describes a nonhomogeneous initial value problem subject
to nonlinear small random fluctuations. The results of this paper are a con-
tribution to the study of the behavior of (1.1) as ε ↓ 0 and therefore, when
the random perturbations disappear. More precisely, denote by pεt,x the density
of the random variable uε(t, x) at a given point (t, x) ∈ (0, T ] × Rd. We will
determine the set of points y ∈ R for which one can derive upper and lower
bounds for limε↓0 ε
2 log pεt,x(y). We will identify these bounds and refer to them
as Varadhan estimates or logarithmic estimates. We will consider examples of
stochastic wave equations with d = {1, 2, 3} and stochastic heat equations with
d ≥ 1.
For solutions to stochastic differential equations driven by a standard Brown-
ian motion, {Xt, t ≥ 0}, this question is equivalent to the analysis of the density
of Xt, when t ↓ 0. Under ellipticity conditions and with analytical methods, it
has been firstly studied in [37, 38]. Using Malliavin calculus and large deviation
estimates, Varadhan’s results have been extended in [16, 17] under hypoelliptic
assumptions.
The method of [16, 17] has been applied in [18] to establish Varadhan esti-
mates for an example of hyperbolic SPDE: an Itoˆ equation with two-dimensional
parameter. In [26, Propositions 4.4.1, 4.4.2], a general formulation of that
method is given, providing a systematic approach to the study of Varadhan
estimates for families of Wiener functionals subject to small perturbations of
their sample paths. For example, it has been used in [15] to extend the results
of [18], and in [23] for a stochastic heat equation with boundary conditions.
Similarly as in [19], the aim of this paper is to study Varadhan estimates for
the class of SPDEs defined by (1.1). However, in comparison with this reference,
there are two additional substantial contributions in our results. Firstly, the
scope of application of the theory presented in this article is larger. Indeed,
we are able to deal with cases where the fundamental solution corresponding
to the operator L is a measure, like for example, the stochastic wave equation
in spatial dimension d = 3. Secondly, in [19, Theorem 1.2] it is not clear for
what values of y ∈ R the claim limε↓0 ε2 log pεt,x(y) = −I(y), where I is the rate
function, holds. This statement requires pεt,x(y) > 0 for ε small enough, but
this problem is not discussed in [19]. Also in [19, Proposition 5.1], it is assumed
that the interior of the topological support of the law of uε(t, x) is described
in a way that we do not see justified. In this paper, these issues are rigorously
addressed.
We now describe the contents of this article. In Section 2, we formulate the
basic assumptions used throughout the paper, we give a rigorous formulation of
(1.1) and quote two fundamental results concerning the existence of a unique
random field solution to (1.1), and on the existence and smoothness of the density
pεt,x (see Theorems 2.2, 2.3, respectively). In Theorem 2.4 we state the main
result of the paper on the logarithmic estimates.
Section 3 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.4. To obtain the upper
bound, we check that uε(t, x) is Malliavin differentiable of any order, and that
the corresponding Malliavin-Watanabe norm is uniformly bounded in (t, x) and
ε. We also prove a quantitative result on the dependence on ε of the Lp norm
of the inverse of the Malliavin matrix corresponding to uε(t, x). Notice that in
Theorem 2.4, the upper bound still makes sense if limε↓0 ε
2 log pεt,x(y) = −∞.
To establish the lower bound, we prove that the mapping ε 7→ u(t, x;ω +
2
ε−1h), where h is an admissible shift for the space of paths Ω, is differentiable
in the D∞ topology of Malliavin calculus, and that the mapping given in (2.6) is
onto. Then, in order to give full meaning to the lower bound (2.4), it is relevant
to know for which set of y ∈ R, pεt,x(y) is strictly positive for ε small enough,
and whether the function I is finite. In the analysis of these questions, the
characterization of the topological support of the law of the random variables
uε(t, x), ε ∈ (0, 1] plays a crucial role. Each one of these random variables are a
nonlinear functional Φ (not depending on ε) of the driving Gaussian noise εF .
Hence, one should expect the support to be independent of ε. We postpone the
proof of a characterization of the support of uε(t, x), which in particular shows
its independence of ε, to Section 4.
The regularity (in the Malliavin sense) of uε(t, x) established in Lemma 3.3,
combined with [26, Proposition 4.1.1, 4.1.2] imply that the support of uε(t, x) is
a nonempty closed interval and that pεt,x(y) > 0 for all y in the interior of that
set. We also prove in Proposition 3.9 that, in these points, I(y) <∞, and also
that if the function b is bounded then {y ∈ R : I(y) <∞} = R (see Proposition
3.10).
Section 4 is devoted to the characterization of the topological support of
the law of uε(t, x) (see Theorem 4.1). The relevant reference is [11], where a
characterization of the support of the law of a stochastic wave equation in spatial
dimension d = 3 with vanishing initial conditions in Ho¨lder norm is established.
In comparison with that work, here the SPDE is more general but, instead of
considering the sample paths of the solution to (2.1), we take its value at a fixed
point (t, x). This makes the analysis significantly easier.
In Section 5, we give two examples where the main result is applied: a class
of stochastic wave equations with d ∈ {1, 2, 3} and a class of stochastic heat
equation with d ≥ 1. For the former, owing to results on large deviations, we
have I = J and therefore the equality between the upper and lower bounds.
Throughout the paper, we have to deal with different types of evolution
equations, including some classes of Hilbert space-valued equations. To provide
the suitable background, we prove in the Appendix a result on the existence
and uniqueness of random field solution for a very general class of SPDEs.
2 Preliminaries and statement of the main re-
sult
Let C∞0 (R+×Rd)) denote the space of infinitely differentiable functions defined
on R+ ×Rd with compact support. On a given probability space (Ω,F ,P), we
consider a Gaussian stochastic process F = (F (φ); φ ∈ C∞0 (R+ × Rd)) with
mean zero and covariance functional
J(φ, ψ) := E[F (φ)F (ψ)] =
∫ ∞
0
∫
Rd
(
φ(t) ⋆ ψ˜(t)
)
(x)Γ(dx)dt,
where ψ˜(t, x) := ψ(t,−x), the symbol “⋆” denotes the convolution operator on
R
d, and Γ is a nonnegative, nonnegative definite, tempered measure on Rd. We
know by [35, Chapter VII, The´ore`me XVIII] that there exists a nonnegative
tempered measure µ on Rd such that Fµ = Γ, where F denotes the Fourier
3
transform operator given by
Fφ(ξ) =
∫
Rd
φ(x)e−2πi〈ξ,x〉dx.
Following [5], the process F can be extended to a worthy martingale measure
M = (Mt(A); t ∈ R+, A ∈ Bb(Rd)) where Bb(Rd) denotes the bounded Borel
subsets of Rd. This is achieved by approximating indicator functions 1A, A ∈
Bb(R+ × Rd) by functions in C∞0 (R+ × Rd), and thus extending the functional
φ 7→ F (φ) to an L2(Ω)-valued measure A 7→ F (1A). Then we define
Mt(A) := F (1[0,t]×A),
for all t ∈ R+ and A ∈ Bb(Rd).
Throughout this article we use the filtration
Ft := σ
(
Ms(A); s ∈ [0, t], A ∈ Bb(Rd)
) ∨N ,
t ∈ R+, where N is the σ-field generated by the P-null sets.
The SPDE (1.1) is expressed in the mild formulation, as follows,
uε(t, x) =w(t, x) + ε
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− z)σ(uε(s, z))M(ds, dz)
+
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− z)b(uε(s, z))dzds, (2.1)
(t, x) ∈ (0, T ]×Rd, where Λ denotes the fundamental solution to the associated
PDE, Lu = 0, and w is the contribution of the initial conditions. For ε = 1, we
will write u(t, x) instead of u1(t, x).
We will consider the following assumptions:
(A1) The mapping t 7→ Λ(t) is a deterministic function with values in the space
of non-negative tempered distributions with rapid decrease such that
∫ T
0
∫
Rd
(
Λ(s) ⋆ Λ˜(s)
)
(x)Γ(dx)ds =
∫ T
0
∫
Rd
|FΛ(s)(ξ)|2µ(dξ)ds <∞.
Moreover, for all t ∈ (0, T ], Λ(t) is a nonnegative measure, and there exists
δ > 0 such that ∫ t
0
Λ(s)(Rd)ds ≤ Ctδ. (2.2)
(A2) The mapping (t, x) 7→ w(t, x) is deterministic, continuous and
sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
|w(t, x)| <∞.
Remark 2.1. Later on, we will refer to [6] and also to [8] for results on the
stochastic integral in (2.1), and on the existence and uniqueness of solution.
These are proved assuming that supt∈[0,T ]Λ(t)(R
d) <∞. It can be easily checked
that they also hold assuming (2.2).
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Throughout the paper the following notation will be used. Let Λ be as in
hypothesis (A1). For any s ∈ [0, T ], set
J1(s) :=
∫
Rd
(
Λ(s) ⋆ Λ˜(s)
)
(z)Γ(dz) =
∫
Rd
|FΛ(s)(ξ)|2µ(dξ),
J2(s) := Λ(s)(R
d),
g1(t) :=
∫ t
0
J1(s)ds.
Notice that (A1) implies g1(T ) <∞.
In (2.1), the last integral denotes the convolution
∫ t
0
(Λ(t−s)⋆b(u(s, ·))(x)ds
in the space variable, defined pathwise. As for the stochastic integral (also
termed stochastic convolution), we refer to the construction given in [6] (see [8,
Section 2.3] for a summary).
Let S(Rd) be the set of Schwartz functions and denote by H the Hilbert
space obtained by completion of the set S(Rd) with the inner product
〈φ, ψ〉 =
∫
Rd
(φ ⋆ ψ)(x)Γ(dx) =
∫
Rd
Fφ(ξ)Fψ(ξ)µ(dξ).
Set HT := L2([0, T ];H). The Gaussian process F can be extended to an isonor-
mal process F = (F (φ); φ ∈ HT ) in the sense of [27, Definition 1.1.1].
It is useful to identify the isonormal process F with a H-valued cylindrical
Wiener process. As shown in [5], by an approximation procedure we define
Wt(φ) = F (1[0,t]φ), t ∈ [0, T ], φ ∈ H. Consider a complete orthonormal system
(CONS) of H denoted by (ek)k∈N. Then,
W = {W k(t) :=Wt(ek), t ∈ [0, T ], k ∈ N}
defines a sequence of independent standard Brownian motions. Conversely, the
process (F (φ) =
∑
k∈N
∫ T
0 〈φ(t), ek〉HdW k(t), φ ∈ HT ) is an isonormal Gaussian
process.
As has been established in [8], there is an equivalence between the stochastic
integral in the sense of [6] and the stochastic integral with respect to the cylin-
drical Wiener process W (see e.g. [10]). In particular, the stochastic integral in
(2.1) is equal to
∑
k∈N
∫ t
0
〈Λ(t− s, x− ∗)σ(uε(s, ∗)), ek〉HdW k(s).
Appealing to [8, Theorem 4.3] and to Remark 2.1, for any fixed ε ∈ (0, 1],
there exists a stochastic process {uε(t, x), (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] × Rd} such that (2.1)
holds for any (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× Rd a.s. This is termed a random-field solution to
(2.1). More precisely, we have the following result.
Theorem 2.2. If Hypotheses (A1) and (A2) are satisfied and σ and b are
Lipschitz continuous functions, then (2.1) has a unique random-field solution.
Among other properties, this solution is L2-continuous and for any p ∈ [1,∞)
sup
ε∈(0,1]
sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
E
[|uε(t, x)|p] <∞.
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We are interested in the family of densities of the probability law of the
solution uε(t, x), ε ∈ (0, 1] at every fixed point (t, x) ∈ (0, T ] × Rd. For this,
we describe the abstract Wiener space that will be used as framework for the
application of the Malliavin Calculus (see [27]).
Let (Ω¯, G¯, µ¯) be the canonical space of a standard real-valued Brownian mo-
tion on [0, T ]. With the equivalence shown before, we can identify the canonical
probability space of the stochastic process F with that corresponding to a se-
quence of independent standard Brownian motions (Ω,G,P) = (Ω¯N, G¯⊗N, µ¯⊗N).
This will be the underlying probability space in this article.
Consider the Hilbert space H consisting of sequences (hk)k∈N of functions
hk : [0, T ] → R which are absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue
measure and such that ‖h‖2H =
∑
k∈N
∫ T
0 |h˙k(s)|2ds <∞, where h˙k refers to the
derivative of hk defined almost everywhere. There is an isometry I : H → HT
defined by i(h)(t) =
∑
k∈N h˙
k(t)ek. In the sequel we will identify the Hilbert
spaces H and HT and by an abuse of notation, we will write i(h) = h. The
triple (Ω, H,P) is the abstract Wiener space that we shall use as framework for
the Malliavin calculus.
Let us introduce some additional assumptions:
(A3) There exist positive constants C, γ > 0 and t0 ∈ (0, T ] such that for all
t ∈ [0, t0],
Ctγ ≤
∫ t
0
J1(s)ds = g1(t).
(A4) The functions σ and b are infinitely differentiable with bounded derivatives
of any order greater or equal than one.
(A5) The function σ satisfies infx∈R |σ(x)| = σ0 > 0.
The following result in [28] establishes the existence and regularity of the
densities for the solution to (2.1) at any point (t, x) ∈ (0, T ]× Rd.
Theorem 2.3. Fix (t, x) ∈ (0, T ] × Rd and ε ∈ (0, 1]. Assume (A1), (A2),
(A3), (A4) and (A5). Then the law of uε(t, x) is absolutely continuous with
respect to the Lebesgue measure on R and its density, denoted by pεt,x, is an
infinitely differentiable function.
The last relevant assumption is the following.
(A6) For every (t, x) ∈ (0, T ] × Rd the family (uε(t, x))ε∈(0,1] satisfies a large
deviation principle on R with rate function J .
We refer the reader to [12] for notions and results on large deviations.
We are now in a position to formulate the main result of this paper. It is
about the behaviour of the density pεt,x(y) at every fixed (t, x) ∈ (0, T ]×Rd and
y ∈ R, as ε → 0. It will be proved by using the method introduced in [16, 17]
(see [26] for a general formulation).
Theorem 2.4. (i) Fix (t, x) ∈ (0, T ]× Rd and assume (A1), (A2), (A3),
(A4), (A5) and (A6). Then for any y ∈ R,
lim
ε↓0
ε2 log pεt,x(y) ≤ −J(y). (2.3)
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(ii) Let (t, x) ∈ (0, T ] × Rd. Assume (A1), (A2), (A3), (A4) and (A5).
Fix y ∈ R in the interior of the topological support of the law of u(t, x).
Then,
lim
ε↓0
ε2 log pεt,x(y) ≥ −I(y), (2.4)
with
I(y) = inf
{
1
2
‖h‖2HT ; h ∈ HT ,Φht,x = y
}
, (2.5)
and where Φht,x ∈ R is defined by
Φht,x = w(t, x) +
〈
Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)σ(Φh·,∗), h
〉
HT
+
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− z)b(Φhs,z)dzds. (2.6)
We end this section with some important comments on these statements.
The existence and uniqueness of a solution to (2.6) follows from Theorem A.1 in
the Appendix. Theorem 2.4 makes sense for those y ∈ R such that pεt,x(y) > 0
for all ε sufficiently small, and the lower bound in (2.4) is nontrivial only if
I(y) < +∞. In the last part of Section 3.2, we show the connection between
these properties and the topological support of the law of uε(t, x).
Under some additional assumptions, in Section 4 we will prove a character-
ization of the topological support of uε(t, x), S, that exhibits its independence
on ε. Proposition 3.10 shows that if b is bounded, S = R.
We prove in Proposition 3.10 that I(y) in (2.5) is finite for any y in the
interior of S. This uses the characterization of the support.
Assume that y belongs to the interior of S. Then, [26, Proposition 4.1.2]
yields that pεt,x(y) > 0 for all ε ∈ (0, 1].
In Section 5 we show that for a class of stochastic wave equations, the hy-
potheses of Theorem 2.4 are satisfied, and J and I in (2.3) and (2.4) respectively,
are identical. Hence, for any y in the interior of the support of the law we have
lim
ε↓0
ε2 log pεt,x(y) = −I(y),
with I defined in (2.5). With some restrictions, Theorem 2.4 also applies to the
stochastic heat equation.
Throughout this article we use the notation C for generic constants that
may change from one expression to another. As for the notations and notions
of Malliavin calculus, we refer to [26, 27].
3 Proof of the main result
The two parts of Theorem 2.4 will be established separately, applying the meth-
ods introduced in [16, 17] and extended to an abstract setting in [26] (see Propo-
sitions 3.1, 3.2 below).
By ‖ · ‖k,p, k ∈ N, p ∈ [1,∞), we will denote the norm in the space Dk,p (the
Watanabe-Sobolev spaces), and by ‖·‖p, the Lp(Ω) norm. We say that a random
variable X : Ω → R is non-degenerate if X ∈ D∞ = ⋂k∈N⋂p∈[1,∞) Dk,p and
the random variable γX := ‖DX‖2HT satisfies γ−1X ∈
⋂
p∈[1,∞) L
p(Ω), were D
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denotes the Malliavin derivative. The law of a non-degenerate random variable
possesses an infinitely differentiable density.
For the upper bound (2.3), we rely on the following result.
Proposition 3.1 ([26], Proposition 4.4.2). Let (F ε)ε∈(0,1] be a family of non-
degenerate random variables satisfying
(i) supε∈(0,1] ‖F ε‖k,p <∞ for all k ∈ N and p ∈ [1,∞);
(ii) for any p ∈ [1,∞) there exists Np ∈ [1,∞) such that ‖γ−1F ε ‖p ≤ ε−Np;
(iii) (F ε)ε∈(0,1] obeys a large deviation principle on R with rate function J .
Then
lim sup
ε↓0
ε2 log pε(y) ≤ −J(y),
where pε denotes the density of F ε.
We denote by C1(HT ;R) the set of all Fre´chet differentiable real functions
F defined on HT . For such deterministic functions, we shall use the notation
D¯F for its Fre´chet derivative and set γ¯F = ‖D¯F‖2HT .
The lower bound (2.4) will be established using the following Proposition.
Proposition 3.2 ([26], Proposition 4.4.1). Let (F ε)ε∈(0,1] be a family of non-
degenerate random variables. Let ψ ∈ C1(HT ;R) be such that for all h ∈ HT
lim
ε↓0
F ε(ω + ε−1h)− ψ(h)
ε
= N (h) (3.1)
in the D∞-topology, where N is a random variable belonging to the first Wiener
chaos with variance γ¯ψ(h) = ‖D¯ψ(h)‖2HT . Then
lim inf
ε↓0
ε2 log pε(y) ≥ −1
2
d2R(y)
:= −1
2
inf
{‖h‖2HT ; h ∈ HT , ψ(h) = y, γ¯ψ(h) > 0},
where pε denotes the density of F ε.
Let us point out that in the proof of this proposition it is implicitly assumed
that pε(y) > 0 for any 0 < ε < ε0, with ε0 small enough.
3.1 Upper bound
The objective of this section is to apply Proposition 3.1 to the family of random
variables F ε := uε(t, x), ε ∈ (0, 1], given in (2.1), where (t, x) ∈ (0, T ] × Rd is
fixed. We will assume that (A6) holds and check that (A1)–(A5) imply the
validity of (i) and (ii) in Proposition 3.1. This will prove the statement (i) in
Theorem 2.4.
Lemma 3.3. Under the conditions (A1), (A2) and (A4) the Assumption (i)
in Proposition 3.1 holds. More precisely, we have
sup
ε∈(0,1]
sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
E
[∥∥Dkuε(t, x)∥∥p
HT⊗k
]
<∞.
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Proof. This follows along the same lines as in [28, Proposition 6.1]. The differ-
ence is that here we are considering a family of SPDEs depending on a parameter
ǫ ∈ (0, 1], and obtain that the norm is uniformly bounded in ε.
For its further use we recall that for every ε ∈ (0, 1], the Malliavin derivative
of the process {uε(t, x), (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× Rd} is an HT -valued stochastic process
{Duε(t, x), (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× Rd}, solution to
Duε(t, x) = εΛ(t− ·, x− ∗)σ(uε(·, ∗))
+ ε
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− y)σ′(uε(s, y))Duε(s, y)M(ds, dy)
+
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− y)b′(uε(s, y))Duε(s, y)dyds. (3.2)
For the background on the Hilbert-valued stochastic and pathwise integrals in
the preceding equation, we refer the reader to [28] (see also [8]).
Lemma 3.4. Fix (t, x) ∈ (0, T ]×Rd and assume (A1), (A2), (A3), σ, b ∈ C1
with bounded derivatives and (A5). Then for every p ∈ [1,∞) there exists
Cp > 0 such that ∥∥γ−1uε(t,x)∥∥p ≤ Cpε−2,
for any ε ∈ (0, 1].
Proof. Fix ε ∈ (0, 1] and q ≥ 2. We will prove that there exists ζ0 := ζ0(q) > 0
such that for all ζ ∈ (0, ζ0)
P ε(ζ) := P
{
ε−2‖Duε(t, x)‖2HT ≤ ζ
}
≤ C
(
ζq + ζ
2qδ
γ
)
, (3.3)
where C is a constant not depending on ζ. Then, by the formula
E(Y ) =
∫ ∞
0
P{Y ≥ ζ}dζ,
valid for nonnegative random variables Y , the assertion will follow.
For any 0 ≤ s < t, let Hs,t = L2([s, t],H). Let t0 be as defined in (A3). We
consider ρ > 0 satisfying ρ < t ∧ t0. From (3.2) and the triangular inequality,
we clearly have
‖Duε(t, x)‖2HT ≥ ‖Duε(t, x)‖2Ht−ρ,t
≥ 1
2
‖εΛ(t− ·, x− ∗)σ(uε(·, ∗))‖2Ht−ρ,t − ‖Xε(t, x)‖2Ht−ρ,t ,
where
Xε(t, x) := Duε(t, x)− εΛ(t− ·, x− ∗)σ(uε(·, ∗)). (3.4)
The assumption (A5) yields
‖εΛ(t− ·, x− ∗)σ(uε(·, ∗))‖2Ht−ρ,t ≥ ε2σ20g1(ρ).
Hence,
P
{
ε−2‖Duε(t, x)‖2HT ≤ ζ
}
≤ P
{
ε−2‖Xε(t, x)‖2Ht−ρ,t ≥
σ20
2
g1(ρ)− ζ
}
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≤
(
σ20
2
g1(ρ)− ζ
)−q
ε−2qE
[‖Xε(t, x)‖2qHt−ρ,t],
(3.5)
where in the last inequality we have applied Chebyshev’s inequality.
Our next objective is to find an upper bound for E
[‖Xε(t, x)‖2qHt−ρ,t]. From
(3.2) we have
E
[‖Xε(t, x)‖2qHt−ρ,t] ≤ C(T1(t, x; ρ, q) + T2(t, x; ρ, q)),
with
T
ε
1 (t, x; ρ, q) = E
[∥∥∥∥ε
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− y)σ′(uε(s, y))Duε(s, y)M(ds,dy)
∥∥∥∥
2q
Ht−ρ,t
]
,
T
ε
2 (t, x; ρ, q) = E
[∥∥∥∥
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− y)b′(uε(s, y))Duε(s, y)dyds
∥∥∥∥
2q
Ht−ρ,t
]
.
The Malliavin derivative Dr,∗u
ε(s, y) vanishes if r ∈ (s, T ]. Thus, if r ∈ [t−ρ, t],
the domain of integration of the s variable in the terms T ε1 (t, x; ρ, q), T
ε
2 (t, x; ρ, q)
can be replaced by [t− ρ, t]. Moreover, following the proof of [33, Lemma 8.2],
we have
sup
ε∈(0,1]
sup
s∈[0,ρ]
sup
y∈Rd
E
[‖Dt−·,∗uε(t− s, y)‖2qHρ] ≤ C(g1(ρ))q . (3.6)
By applying Burholder’s inequality for Hilbert valued martingales (see for in-
stance [21]), we obtain
T ε1 (t, x; ρ, q) ≤ Cε2q(g1(ρ))q sup
ε∈(0,1]
sup
s∈[t−ρ,t]
sup
y∈Rd
E
[‖Duε(s, y)‖2qHt−ρ,t]
≤ Cε2q[g1(ρ)]2q, (3.7)
where in the last inequality we have used (3.6).
We proceed now to the study of the term T ε2 (t, x; ρ, q). For this, we use (3.4)
and Minkovski’s inequality for the norm ‖·‖H. So we are left with two terms that
we study separately. For the first one, we use that Xr,∗(s, y) vanishes for r ∈
(s, T ], Ho¨lder’s inequality with respect to the finite measure Λ(t− s, x− y)dsdy,
the boundedness of b′ and (2.2). We obtain
E
[∥∥∥∥
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− y)b′(uε(s, y))Xε(s, y)dyds
∥∥∥∥
2q
Ht−ρ,t
]
≤ E
[(∫ t
t−ρ
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− y)|b′(uε(s, y))|‖Xε(s, y)‖Ht−ρ,tdyds
)2q]
≤ Cρδ(2q−1)
∫ t
t−ρ
sup
y∈Rd
E
[‖Xε(s, y)‖2qHt−ρ,t]J2(t− s)ds
≤ Cρδ(2q−1)
∫ t
t−ρ
sup
y∈Rd
E
[‖Xε(s, y)‖2qHs−ρ,s]J2(t− s)ds, (3.8)
where the last inequality follows from the property ‖ · ‖Ht−ρ,t ≤ ‖ · ‖Hs−ρ,t , for
any 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T .
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Next we consider the second contribution from T ε2 (t, x, ρ, q). The Lipschitz
continuity of σ together with Theorem 2.2 imply
sup
ε∈(0,1]
sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
E
[
|σ(uε(t, x))|q
]
≤ C
(
1 + sup
ε∈(0,1]
sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
E
[
|uε(t, x)|q
])
,
for any q ∈ [1,∞). This yields
sup
y∈Rd
E
[
‖Λ(s− ·, y − ∗)σ(uε(·, ∗))‖2qHs−ρ,s
]
≤ C(g1(ρ))q.
Using this estimate and proceeding in a similar way as in the study of the
previous term, we obtain
E
[∥∥∥∥
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− y)b′(uε(s, y))εΛ(s− ·, y − ∗)σ(uε(t, x))dyds
∥∥∥∥
2q
Ht−ρ,t
]
≤ Cε2qρ2qδ(g1(ρ))q. (3.9)
With (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9), we have proved
sup
x∈Rd
E
[‖Xε(t, x)‖2qHt−ρ,t] ≤ C
(
ε2q
(
(g1(ρ))
2q + ρ2qδ(g1(ρ))
q
)
+ ρδ(2q−1)
∫ t
t−ρ
sup
y∈Rd
E
[‖Xε(s, y)‖2qHs−ρ,s]J2(t− s)ds
)
.
Applying Gronwall’s lemma in [6, Lemma 15] to the function
f(t) = sup
x∈Rd
E
[‖Xε(t, x)‖2qHt−ρ,t],
we have
sup
x∈Rd
E
[‖Xε(t, x)‖2qHt−ρ,t] ≤ Cε2q ((g1(ρ))2q + ρ2qδ(g1(ρ))q) .
Plugging this estimate in (3.5) we obtain
P
{
ε−2‖Duε(t, x)‖2HT ≤ ζ
}
≤ C
(
σ20
2
g1(ρ)− ζ
)−q(
(g1(ρ))
2q + ρ2qδ(g1(ρ))
q
)
.
Let 0 < ρ = ρ(ζ) ≤ t ∧ t0 be such that g1(ρ) = 4σ2
0
ζ, which by (A3) implies
ρ ≤ Cζ1/γ . With this choice of ρ, the preceding inequality yields
P
{
ε−2‖Duε(t, x)‖2HT ≤ ζ
}
≤ C(ζq + ζ 2qδγ ).
The proof of Theorem 2.4 (i) is now complete.
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3.2 Lower bound
The purpose of this section is to prove that the family of random variables
(F ε)ε∈(0,1] = (u
ε(t, x))ε∈(0,1], with fixed (t, x) ∈ (0, T ] × Rd, satisfies the as-
sumptions of Proposition 3.2, with ψ(h) = Φht,x (see (2.6)), and we will identify
the random variable N . We will also prove that for any h ∈ HT , γ¯Φht,x > 0.
Lemma 3.5. Assume (A1), (A2) and that σ, b ∈ C1 with Lipschitz continuous
and bounded derivatives. Then, for all (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] × Rd, the mapping HT ∋
h 7→ Φht,x defined in (2.6) is Fre´chet differentiable.
Proof. Fix (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] × Rd, h ∈ HT . We use Cauchy-Schwarz’ inequality,
(A2), (A1) and the Lipschitz continuity of σ and b to obtain
|Φht,x|2 ≤ C
{
1 + ‖h‖2HT ‖Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)σ(Φht,x)‖2HT
+
∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− z)b(Φhs,z)dzds
∣∣∣∣
2
}
≤ C(‖h‖2HT + 1)
∫ t
0
(
1 + sup
(r,y)∈[0,s]×Rd
|Φhr,y|2
)(
J1(t− s) + J2(t− s)
)
ds.
Gronwall’s Lemma yields
sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
|Φht,x|2 = C(‖h‖2HT + 1)
∫ T
0
(
J1(s) + J2(s)
)
ds <∞, (3.10)
where the constant C is independent of h ∈ HT . Now fix h0 ∈ HT and note
that
Φh+h0t,x − Φht,x =
〈
Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)σ(Φh+h0·,∗ ), h0
〉
HT
+
〈
Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)(σ(Φh+h0·,∗ )− σ(Φh·,∗)), h〉HT
+
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− z)(b(Φh+h0s,z )− b(Φhs,z))dzds.
With the same arguments as for the proof of (3.10), we get that for all h0 ∈ HT
|Φh+h0t,x − Φht,x|2 ≤ C‖h0‖2HT ‖Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)σ(Φh+h0·,∗ )‖2HT
+ C
(‖h‖2HT + 1)
∫ t
0
sup
(r,y)∈[0,s]×Rd
|Φh+h0r,y − Φhr,y|2
(
J1(t− s) + J2(t− s)
)
ds.
Due to (3.10) and (A1), the first term is bounded (up to a constant depending
on h and h0) by ‖h0‖2HT . Then applying Gronwall’s Lemma we obtain
sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
|Φh+h0t,x − Φht,x| ≤ Ch,h0‖h0‖HT . (3.11)
Note that the constant Ch,h0 does not blow up as ‖h0‖ → 0. With (3.10) and
(3.11), we can prove the existence of the Fre´chet derivative of the map h 7→ Φht,x.
First, we provide a candidate for it at the point g ∈ HT , as follows:
D¯Φht,x(g) =
〈
Ξh(t, x), g
〉
HT
12
=
〈
Λ(t− ◦, x− •)σ(Φh◦,•), g
〉
HT
+
〈
Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)σ′(Φh·,∗)
〈
Ξh(·, ∗), g〉
HT
, h
〉
HT
+
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− z)b′(Φhs,z)
〈
Ξh(s, z), g
〉
HT
dzds, (3.12)
where Ξh(t, x) is defined by the integral equation on HT :
Ξh◦,•(t, x) =Λ(t− ◦, x− •)σ(Φh◦,•) +
〈
Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)σ′(Φh·,∗)Ξh◦,•(·, ∗), h
〉
HT
+
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− z)b′(Φhs,z)Ξh◦,•(s, z)dzds. (3.13)
According to Theorem A.1, this equation has a unique solution. Note that
in the previous two formulas (◦, •) is the argument in [0, T ] × Rd which inter-
acts with g ∈ HT (the element at which Ξh(t, x) is evaluated) and (·, ∗) is the
argument in [0, T ] × Rd that interacts with h ∈ HT which is the point where
the Fre´chet derivative is taken.
From (3.12) and (3.13), we clearly have
Φh+h0t,x − Φht,x − D¯Φht,x(h0)
‖h0‖HT
=
1
‖h0‖HT
〈
Λ(t− ◦, x− •)(σ(Φh+h0◦,• )− σ(Φh◦,•)), h0〉HT
+
〈
Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)
(
σ(Φh+h0·,∗ )− σ(Φh·,∗)− σ′(Φh·,∗)D¯Φh·,∗(h0)
‖h0‖HT
)
, h
〉
HT
+
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− z)b(Φ
h+h0
s,z )− b(Φhs,z)− b′(Φhs,z)D¯Φht,x(h0)
‖h0‖HT
dzds.
(3.14)
Our aim is to have an upper bound for the absolute value of each term on
the right-hand side of (3.14). By applying Cauchy-Schwarz’ inequality, the fact
that σ is Lipschitz continuous, (A1) and (3.11), we have
1
‖h0‖2HT
∣∣〈Λ(t− ◦, x− •)(σ(Φh+h0◦,• )− σ(Φh◦,•)), h0〉2HT ∣∣
≤ ∥∥Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)(σ(Φh+h0·,∗ )− σ(Φh·,∗))∥∥2HT
≤ sup
(r,y)∈[0,T ]×Rd
∣∣σ(Φh+h0r,y )− σ(Φhr,y)∣∣2‖Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)‖2HT
≤ Ch,h0‖h0‖2HT .
For the second term, we first use Cauchy-Schwarz’ inequality and apply the usual
procedure involving the Fourier transformation. Then we use the mean-value
theorem to obtain∣∣∣∣∣
〈
Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)
(
σ(Φh+h0·,∗ )− σ(Φ
h
·,∗)− σ
′(Φh·,∗)D¯Φ
h
·,∗(h0)
‖h0‖HT
)
, h
〉
HT
∣∣∣∣∣
2
≤‖h‖2HT
∫ t
0
sup
(r,y)∈[0,s]×Rd
∣∣∣∣σ(Φh+h0r,y )− σ(Φhr,y)− σ′(Φhr,y)D¯Φhr,y(h0)‖h0‖HT
∣∣∣∣
2
J1(t− s)ds
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=‖h‖2HT
∫ t
0
sup
(r,y)∈[0,s]×Rd
∣∣∣∣σ′(ξh,h0r,y )(Φh+h0r,y − Φhr,y)− σ′(Φhr,y)D¯Φhr,y(h0)‖h0‖HT
∣∣∣∣
2
J1(t− s)ds
≤‖h‖2HT
∫ t
0
sup
(r,y)∈[0,s]×Rd
∣∣∣∣(σ′(ξh,h0r,y )− σ′(Φhr,y))Φh+h0r,y − Φhr,y‖h0‖HT
∣∣∣∣
2
J1(t− s)ds
+ ‖h‖2HT
∫ t
0
sup
(r,y)∈[0,s]×Rd
∣∣∣∣σ′(Φhr,y)Φh+h0r,y − Φhr,y − D¯Φhr,y(h0)‖h0‖HT
∣∣∣∣
2
J1(t− s)ds,
where ξh,h0r,y is a real number in the convex hull of Φ
h+h0
r,y and Φ
h
r,y.
Using (3.11) and the Lipschitz continuity property of σ′, along with (A3),
the first term on the right-hand side of the last inequality can be bounded from
above by
C‖h‖2HT sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
∣∣ξh,h0t,x − Φht,x∣∣2,
and therefore also by Ch,h0‖h0‖2HT ‖h‖2HT .
We are assuming that σ′ is bounded. Hence, we have proved∣∣∣∣∣
〈
Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)
(
σ(Φh+h0·,∗ )− σ(Φh·,∗)− σ′(Φh·,∗)D¯Φh·,∗(h0)
‖h0‖HT
)
, h
〉
HT
∣∣∣∣∣
2
≤ Ch,h0‖h0‖HT + Ch
∫ t
0
sup
(r,y)∈[0,s]×Rd
∣∣∣∣Φh+h0r,y − Φhr,y − D¯Φhr,y(h0)‖h0‖HT
∣∣∣∣
2
J1(t− s)ds.
A similar estimate, with J1(t− s) replaced by J2(t− s) holds for the last term
on the right-hand side of (3.14).
Summarizing, we have proved that
∣∣∣∣Φ
h+h0
t,x − Φht,x − D¯Φht,x(h0)
‖h0‖HT
∣∣∣∣
2
≤ Ch,h0‖h0‖2HT + Ch
∫ t
0
sup
(r,y)∈[0,s]×Rd
∣∣∣∣Φh+h0r,y − Φhr,y − D¯Φhr,y(h0)‖h0‖HT
∣∣∣∣
2
× (J1(t− s) + J2(t− s))ds.
Since for any h ∈ HT , sup‖h0‖HT≤1 Ch,h0 < ∞, by Gronwall’s Lemma we con-
clude
lim
‖h0‖HT→0
∣∣∣∣Φ
h+h0
t,x − Φht,x − D¯Φht,x(h0)
‖h0‖HT
∣∣∣∣ = 0.
This ends the proof of the Lemma.
Remark 3.6. Assume (A4). By further differentiating the term Ξh(t, x) in
(3.13) and repeating the calculation involving the definition of higher-order Fre´-
chet differentiability, it can be shown that Φt,x is Fre´chet differentiable of any
order.
Now we are in position to check (3.1).
Lemma 3.7. Fix (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× Rd and assume (A1), (A2), (A3), σ, b ∈ C1
with Lipschitz continuous and bounded derivatives, and (A5). Then, for all
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h ∈ HT , (3.1) holds with F ε = uε(t, x), ψ(h) = Φht,x and Nt,x(h) given by the
SPDE
Nt,x(h) =
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− y)σ(Φhs,y)M(ds, dy)
+ 〈Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)σ′(Φh·,∗)N·,∗(h), h〉HT
+
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− y)b′(Φhs,y)Ns,y(h)dyds. (3.15)
Proof. First we note that by Theorem A.1 there exists a unique solution to
(3.15). The integrand in the stochastic integral term of this equation is deter-
ministic, consequently, the random variable Nt,x(h) is Gaussian and therefore it
belongs to the first Wiener chaos. Its variance is given by ‖DNt,x(h)‖2HT , where
D denotes the Malliavin derivative.
The Malliavin derivative of Nt,x(h) satisfies the equation
DNt,x(h) =Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)σ(Φh·,∗) + 〈Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)σ′(Φh·,∗)DN·,∗(h), h〉HT
+
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− y)b′(Φhs,y)DNs,y(h)dyds. (3.16)
Comparing this equation with the one for D¯Φht,x in (3.12), (3.13) and invoking
the uniqueness of solution, we see that, for any h ∈ HT , theHT -valued stochastic
processes {DNt,x(h), (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× Rd} and {D¯Φht,x, (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] × Rd} are
indistinguishable. In particular, the variance of Nt,x(h) is ‖D¯Φht,x‖2HT .
Set uε,h(t, x) := u(t, x;ω + ε−1h). According to Lemma A.2, the process
(uε,h(t, x), (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] × Rd) satisfies (A.6). By uniqueness of solution we
clearly have uε,0(t, x) = uε(t, x) and u0,h(t, x) = limε↓0 u
ε,h(t, x) = Φht,x, for any
(t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× Rd.
Next, we prove in our context the convergence (3.1) in Lp(Ω) norm, for
p ∈ [2,∞). Set
Zε,ht,x = ε
−1(uε,h(t, x) − Φht,x)−Nt,x(h).
By using the equations satisfied by each one of the terms on the right hand-side
of that expression, we see that
E
[|Zε,ht,x |p] ≤ C 3∑
i=1
T ε,h,it,x ,
where
T
ε,h,1
t,x = E
[∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− z)
(
σ(uε,h(s, z))− σ(Φhs,z)
)
M(ds,dz)
∣∣∣∣
p
]
,
T
ε,h,2
t,x = E
[∣∣∣∣
〈
Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)
(
σ(uε,h(·, ∗))− σ(Φh·,∗)
ε
− σ′(Φh·,∗)N·,∗(h)
)
, h
〉
HT
∣∣∣∣
p
]
,
T
ε,h,3
t,x = E
[∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− z)
(
b(uε,h(s, z))− b(Φhs,z)
ε
− b′(Φhs,z)Ns,z(h)
)
dzds
∣∣∣∣
p
]
.
We will prove that each one of these terms tends to zero as ε ↓ 0.
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By the usual estimates on moments of stochastic and pathwise integrals, we
have
sup
(r,y)∈[0,t]×Rd
E
[|uε,h(r, y)− Φhr,y|p]
≤ Cεp
(
1 + sup
ε∈(0,1]
sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
E
[|uε,h(t, x)|p])
+ C
∫ t
0
sup
(r,y)∈[0,s]×Rd
E
[|uε,h(r, y)− Φhr,y|p](J1(t− s) + J2(t− s))ds.
By Gronwall’s Lemma this yields
lim
ε↓0
(
sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
E
[|uε,h(t, x)− Φht,x|p]
)
= 0. (3.17)
Since
T ε,h,1t,x ≤ C sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
E
[|uε,h(t, x)− Φht,x|p],
we deduce
lim
ε↓0
(
sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
T ε,h,1t,x
)
= 0. (3.18)
Next, we deal with the term T ε,h,2t,x . Cauchy-Schwarz’s inequality and the mean-
value theorem applied to σ yield
E
[∣∣∣∣
〈
Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)
(
σ(uε,h(·, ∗)) − σ(Φh·,∗)
ε
− σ′(Φh·,∗)N·,∗(h)
)
, h
〉
HT
∣∣∣∣
p
]
≤ C‖h‖pHT
×
∫ t
0
sup
(r,y)∈[0,s]×Rd
E
[∣∣∣∣σ(uε,h(r, y))− σ(Φhr,y)ε − σ′(Φhr,y)Nr,y(h)
∣∣∣∣
p
]
J1(t− s)ds
≤ C
{∫ t
0
sup
(r,y)∈[0,s]×Rd
E
[∣∣∣∣σ′(ξε,hr,y )
(
uε,h(r, y)− Φhr,y
ε
−Nr,y(h)
)∣∣∣∣
p
]
J1(t− s)ds
+ sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
E
[∣∣(σ′(Φht,x)− σ′(ξε,ht,x ))Nt,x(h)∣∣p]
∫ t
0
J1(t− s)ds
}
, (3.19)
where ξε,hr,y (ω) is a point lying in the open interval determined by Φ
h
r,y and
uε,h(r, y;ω).
From Theorem A.1 and the Lipschitz continuity of σ′ we have
sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
E
[∣∣(σ′(Φht,x)− σ′(ξε,ht,x ))Nt,x(h)∣∣p]
≤ sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
(
E
[∣∣σ′(Φht,x)− σ′(ξε,ht,x )∣∣2p]) 12 sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
(
E
[∣∣Nt,x(h)∣∣2p]) 12
≤ C sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
(
E
[∣∣Φht,x − uε,ht,x ∣∣2p])1/2 .
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Consequently,
T ε,h,2t,x ≤ C sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
(
E
[∣∣Φht,x − uε,ht,x ∣∣2p])1/2
+ C
∫ t
0
sup
(r,y)∈[0,s]×Rd
E
[∣∣∣∣uε,h(r, y)− Φhr,yε −Nr,y(h)
∣∣∣∣
p
]
J1(t− s)ds,
(3.20)
With similar arguments, one can check that
T ε,h,3t,x ≤C sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
(
E
[∣∣Φht,x − uε,ht,x ∣∣2p])1/2
+ C
∫ t
0
sup
(r,y)∈[0,s]×Rd
E
[∣∣∣∣uε,h(r, y)− Φhr,yε −Nr,y(h)
∣∣∣∣
p
]
J2(t− s)ds,
(3.21)
Thus from (3.18), (3.20), (3.21) it follows that
sup
(r,y)∈[0,t]×Rd
E
[|Zε,hr,y |p]
≤ Cε + C
∫ t
0
sup
(r,y)∈[0,s]×Rd
E
[|Zε,hr,y |p](J1(t− s) + J2(t− s))ds,
where Cε converges to zero as ε ↓ 0. Applying Gronwall’s Lemma we see
that Zε,ht,x converges to zero in L
p as ε ↓ 0 for all h ∈ HT , uniformly in
(t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× Rd.
The next step consists of proving the convergence to zero of Zε,ht,x in the D
1,p
norm, for any p ∈ [2,∞). Since Φht,x is deterministic this reduces to show that
ε−1Duε(t, x;ω + h)−DN (h) converges to zero as ε ↓ 0 in Lp(Ω;HT ).
By applying the Malliavin derivative operator to Equation (A.6), one can
show that the process Duε,h(t, x) = Duε(t, x;ω + h) satisfies the SPDE
Duε,h(t, x) =εΛ(t− ·, x− ∗)σ(uε,h(·, ∗))
+ ε
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− z)σ′(uε,h(s, z))Duε,h(s, z)M(ds, dz)
+ 〈Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)σ′(uε,h(·, ∗))Duε,h(·, ∗), h〉HT
+
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− z)b′(uε,h(s, z))Duε,h(s, z)dzds. (3.22)
For its further use, we remark that
lim
ε↓0
(
sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
E
[‖Duε,h(t, x)‖pHT ]
)
= 0. (3.23)
Indeed, this follows from the estimate
E
[‖Duε,h(t, x)‖pHT ] ≤ Cεp
(
1 + sup
ε∈(0,1]
sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
E
[|uε,h(t, x)|p])
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+ C
∫ t
0
sup
ε∈(0,1]
sup
(r,y)∈[0,s]×Rd
E
[‖Duε,h(r, y)‖pHT ](J1(t− s) + J2(t− s))ds,
along with Gronwall’s lemma.
By (3.16) and (3.22) we easily obtain
E
[
‖ε−1Duε,h(t, x)−DNt,x(h)‖
p
HT
]
≤ CE
[∥∥Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)(σ(uε,h(·, ∗)) − σ(Φh·,∗))∥∥pHT ]
+ CE
[∥∥∥∥
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− z)σ′(uε,h(s, z))Duε,h(s, z)M(ds,dz)
∥∥∥∥
p
HT
]
+ CE
[∥∥∥∥〈Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)(ε−1σ′(uε,h(·, ∗))Duε,h(·, ∗)− σ′(Φh·,∗)DN·,∗(h)), h〉HT
∥∥∥∥
p
HT
]
+ CE
[∥∥∥∥
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− z)
(
ε
−1
b
′(uε,h(s, z))Duε,h(s, z)− b′(Φhs,z)
×DNs,z(h)
)
dzds
∥∥∥∥
p
HT
]
. (3.24)
Each term on the right-hand side of (3.24) converges to zero as ε ↓ 0. Indeed,
for the first and second terms, this is a consequence of (3.17) and (3.23), respec-
tively. For the analysis of the last two ones, we use the argument involving the
mean-value Theorem as in (3.19). Then Gronwall’s Lemma yields the assertion.
In order to finish the proof, we must check the convergence of Zε,ht,x in the D
k,p
norm, for any k ≥ 2, p ∈ [2,∞). Since Nt,x(h¯) is a Gaussian random variable,
this reduces to show that ε−1Dkuε,h(t, x) converges to zero in Lp(Ω;HT⊗k),
which is proved recursively on k ≥ 2. We leave the details to the reader.
Thanks to Proposition 3.2, the results proved so far establish the lower bound
in (2.4) with
I(y) = inf
{
1
2
‖h‖2HT ; h ∈ HT ,Φht,x = y, γ¯Φht,x > 0
}
.
In the next lemma it is shown that under the standing assumptions, the condi-
tion γ¯ψ(h) > 0 is satisfied. Hence, I(y) is as in (2.5).
Lemma 3.8. Fix (t, x) ∈ (0, T ]×Rd and assume (A1), (A2), (A3), σ, b ∈ C1
with bounded derivatives and (A5). Then γ¯Φht,x > 0 for all h ∈ HT .
Proof. The proof follows the same strategy as in Lemma 3.4, the difference being
that here we use deterministic arguments.
Fix h ∈ HT and let 0 < ρ < t ∧ t0, with t0 as in (A3). Remember that
γ¯Φht,x = ‖D¯Φht,x‖2HT , where D¯ stands for the Fre´chet derivative. Using (3.12)
and (3.13) we clearly obtain
γ¯Φht,x = ‖Ξh◦,•(t, x)‖2HT ≥ ‖Ξhr,•(t, x)‖2Ht−ρ,t ≥
1
2
A1t,x(ρ)−A2t,x(ρ),
with
A1t,x(ρ) = ‖Λ(t− ◦, •)σ(Φh◦,•)‖2Ht−ρ,t ,
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A2t,x(ρ) = ‖χ◦,•(t, x)‖2Ht−ρ,t
and
χ◦,•(t, x) = Ξ
h
◦,•(t, x)− Λ(t− ◦, •)σ(Φh◦,•).
Using (A3), we have
A1t,x(ρ) ≥ σ20g1(ρ), (3.25)
and this bound is uniform in (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× Rd and in h ∈ HT .
Our next aim is to prove that there exists ζ > 0 and 0 < ρ < t∧ t0 such that
σ20
2 g1(ρ)−A2t,x(ρ) ≥ ζ, or equivalently,(
σ20
2
g1(ρ)− ζ
)−1
A2t,x(ρ) ≤ 1. (3.26)
For this, we will find a suitable upper bound for A2t,x(ρ). By using the definition
of χ◦,•(t, x) and (3.13), we have
A2t,x(ρ) ≤ C
(
N1t,x(ρ) +N
2
t,x(ρ)
)
,
with
N1t,x(ρ) =
∥∥∥〈Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)σ′(Φh·,∗)Ξh(·, ∗), h〉HT
∥∥∥2
Ht−ρ,t
,
N2t,x(ρ) =
∥∥∥∥
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− z)b′(Φhs,z)Ξh(s, z)dzds
∥∥∥∥
2
Ht−ρ,t
.
Remember that, similarly as in (3.13), (◦, •) is the argument in [t − ρ, t] × Rd
relevant for the Ht−ρ,t norm, while (·, ∗) interacts with h in the HT norm.
From the definition of Ξ(s, y) given in (3.13) and Proposition A.3, we deduce
the estimate
sup
y∈Rd
‖Ξh◦,•(s, y)‖2Hs−ρ,s ≤ Cg1(ρ).
By applying first Schwarz’s inequality to the inner product in HT , the preceding
estimate yields
N1t,x(ρ) ≤ C(g1(ρ))2. (3.27)
(See (3.7) for an analogous result).
By similar arguments, we have
N2t,x(ρ) ≤ Cρ2δg1(ρ). (3.28)
(Notice the analogy with (3.8)).
With (3.27), (3.28), we see that the left-hand side of (3.26) is bounded by
C
(
σ20
2
g1(ρ)− ζ
)−1(
g1(ρ)
2 + ρ2δg1(ρ)
)
.
Fix ρ = ρ(ζ) > 0 such that g1(ρ) =
4
σ2
0
ζ which by (A3) implies that ρ ≤ Cζ1/γ .
Then the previous expression is bounded by C(ζ+ ζ
2δ
γ ). Hence, (3.26) holds for
a suitable choice of ζ > 0. This ends the proof.
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The results established so far show that Theorem 2.4 (ii) holds for the set
y ∈ R such that pεt,x(y) > 0 for all ε small enough. The next objective is
to analyze when this condition is satisfied and also whether the function I
defined in (2.4) is finite. Both questions are related to the characterisation of
the topological support of the law of the random variable uε(t, x), with ε ∈ (0, 1]
and (t, x) ∈ (0, T ]× Rd fixed.
Under suitable conditions, we prove in Theorem 4.1 that the support of
uε(t, x) does not depend on the parameter ε and is given by
S := supp(P ◦ [uε(t, x)]−1) = {Φht,x; h ∈ HT }.
In particular, S is the topological support of the law of the random variable
u1(t, x), that we denote by u(t, x).
Since for any p ∈ [2,∞), uε(t, x) ∈ D1,p (see Lemma 3.3), we can apply
Fang’s result quoted in [26, Proposition 4.1.1] to deduce that S is a closed
interval. Moreover, applying [26, Proposition 4.1.2], we obtain that for all points
in the interior of S, denoted by S˚, we have pεt,x(y) > 0. Therefore, log pǫt,x(y) is
well-defined for all y ∈ S˚. Notice that S˚ 6= ∅.
The next statements provide results on the finiteness of I, defined in (2.5).
Proposition 3.9. The hypotheses are the same as in Theorem 4.1. In addition,
we suppose that σ, b ∈ C1 are Lipschitz continuous and have bounded derivatives.
Then, for all z ∈ S˚, I(z) <∞.
Proof. Let z ∈ S˚ and ρz := dist(z, ∂S). Define z∗1 := z − ρz/2 and z∗2 :=
z + ρz/2. Since the set S1 := {Φht,x; h ∈ HT } is dense in S, there exists
z1 ∈ S1 ∩ Bρz/4(z∗1) and z2 ∈ S1 ∩ Bρz/4(z∗2). By definition of I in (2.5), I(z1)
and I(z2) are finite. The function h 7→ Φht,x is continuous (see Lemma 3.5).
Hence, by the intermediate value theorem ([25, Theorem 24.3]), we conclude
that for all z¯ ∈ (z1, z2) there exists an hz¯ ∈ HT such that Φhz¯t,x = z¯ and therefore
I(z) <∞.
If the function b is bounded, one can show that {z ∈ R; I(z) < ∞} = R.
Therefore supp(P ◦ [uε(t, x)]−1) = R, pεt,x(y) > 0 for all y ∈ R and (2.4) holds
for any y ∈ R. This is a consequence of the following Proposition.
Proposition 3.10. Assume (A1), (A2), (A5), and that σ and b are Lipschitz
continuous. Suppose also that b is bounded. Then {z ∈ R; I(z) <∞} = R.
Proof. Fix (t, x) ∈ (0, T ]× Rd. Owing to (A1), for every h ∈ HT ,
∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− z)b(Φhs,z)dzds
∣∣∣∣ ≤ |b|∞
∫ t
0
Λ(s)(Rd)ds =: I2. (3.29)
Note that this bound does not depend on h ∈ HT . Moreover, (A5) and (A1)
imply
I1 := σ
2
0‖Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)‖2HT <∞. (3.30)
Fix α > 0, z ∈ R, h ∈ HT , and set
hz,α(·, ∗) := |z|+ α+ I2 + |w(t, x)|
I1
Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)σ(Φh·,∗).
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Using (3.10) one can easily check that hz,α ∈ HT . From (3.29), (3.30), along
with (A5), we obtain
Φ
hz,α
t,x = w(t, x) +
|z|+ α+ I2 + |w(t, x)|
I1
× 〈Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)σ(Φhz,α·,∗ ),Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)σ(Φh·,∗)〉HT
+
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− z)b(Φhz,αs,z )dzds
≥ −|w(t, x)| + |z|+ α+ I2 + |w(t, x)|
I1
I1 − I2
> z,
and similarly,
Φ
−hz,α
t,x = w(t, x) −
|z|+ α+ I2 + |w(t, x)|
I1
× 〈Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)σ(Φ−hz,α·,∗ ),Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)σ(Φh·,∗)〉HT
+
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− z)b(Φ−hz,αs,z )dzdt
≤ |w(t, x)| − |z|+ α+ I2 + |w(t, x)|
I1
I1 + I2
< z.
Thus, for all z ∈ R there exists hz,α ∈ HT such that Φ−hz,αt,x < z < Φhz,αt,x . By
the intermediate value theorem [25, Theorem 24.3] together with Lemma 3.5,
there exists some hz ∈ HT such that Φhzt,x = z. This finishes the proof.
Assume as in the previous proposition that (A1), (A2), (A5) hold and
that σ and b are Lipschitz continuous. Suppose that σ is bounded. Then, for
all y ∈ R, pt,x(y) > 0 (see [29, Theorem 5.1]) and therefore S = R.
4 Support theorem
In this section we prove a characterization of the topological support of the
probability law of the random variable uε(t, x), for a fixed (t, x) ∈ (0, T ]× Rd,
defined by (2.1). This is the smallest closed subset X ε ⊆ R satisfying P ◦
(uε(t, x))−1(X ε) = 1. Under stronger assumptions than in Theorem 2.2, we
prove in Theorem 4.1 that X ε = {Φht,x;h ∈ HT } and therefore also that X ε
does not depend on ε. This will be a consequence of two approximation results,
as follows.
Fix ε ∈ (0, 1] and consider a sequence (vn,ε)n∈N of HT -valued random vari-
ables such that
(C1) limn→∞ P
[∣∣uε(t, x)− Φvn,εt,x ∣∣ > η] = 0,
(C2) for any h ∈ HT , limn→∞ P
[∣∣u(t, x;ω − vn,ε + h)− Φht,x∣∣ > η] = 0,
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for any η > 0.
By Portmanteau’s Theorem, (C1) implies that X ε ⊆ {Φht,x;h ∈ HT }. From
(C2) together with Girsanov’s theorem, we deduce the converse inclusion X ε ⊇
{Φht,x;h ∈ HT }. Without loss of generality, we may assume that ε = 1 and write
u(t, x) and vn instead of uε(t, x) and vn,ε, respectively.
It is easy to see that both convergences (C1) and (C2) (with ε = 1) can be
formally derived from a single convergence result. Indeed, let A,B,G, b : R→ R,
w : [0, T ]× Rd → R and h ∈ HT . We consider the SPDEs
X(t, x) =w(t, x) +
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− y)(A+B)(X(s, y))M(ds, dy)
+ 〈Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)G(X(·, ∗)), h〉HT
+
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− y)b(X(s, y))dyds, (4.1)
and, for all n ∈ N
Xn(t, x) =w(t, x) +
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− y)A(Xn(s, y))M(ds, dy)
+ 〈Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)B(Xn(·, ∗)), vn〉HT
+ 〈Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)G(Xn(·, ∗)), h〉HT
+
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− y)b(Xn(s, y))dyds. (4.2)
Suppose we can prove that the sequence (Xn(t, x))n∈N converges in probability
to X(t, x), for fixed (t, x) ∈ (0, T ]× Rd. Then with the choice A = G = 0 and
B = σ, we obtain (C1). By taking A = G = σ and B = −σ, we get (C2).
The sequence (vn)n∈N will consists of smooth approximations of the stochas-
tic process F . As has been described in Section 2, F can be identified with a se-
quence of independent standard Brownian motions W = {W k(t), t ∈ [0, T ], k ∈
N}.
Fix n ∈ N and consider the partition of [0, T ] determined by iT2n , i =
0, 1, . . . , 2n. Denote by ∆i the interval [
iT
2n ,
(i+1)T
2n [ and by |∆i| = T 2−n its
length. We writeWj(∆i) for the incrementWj(
(i+1)T
2n )−Wj( iT2n ), i = 0, . . . , 2n−
1, j ∈ N. Define differentiable approximations of (Wj , j ∈ N) as follows:
Wn =
(
Wnj =
∫ ·
0
W˙nj (s)ds, j ∈ N
)
,
where for j > n, W˙nj = 0, and for 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
W˙nj (t) =


∑2n−2
i=0 2
nT−1Wj(∆i)1∆i+1(t) if t ∈ [2−nT, T ],
0 if t ∈ [0, 2−nT [.
Then, let
vn(t, x) =
∑
j∈N
W˙nj (t)ej(x).
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By Theorem A.1, Equation (4.1) has a unique random-field solution, and
this solution possesses moments of any order, uniformly in (t, x). That theorem
cannot be applied to Equation (4.2), because the HT -valued random variable
vn does not satisfy (A.3). For this reason (but also for others that will become
clear later), we fix a parameter θ > 0 and introduce a localization on Ω defined
by
Ln(t) =
{
sup
1≤j≤n
sup
0≤i≤⌊2ntT−1−1⌋+
|Wj(∆i)| ≤ 2n(θ−1)
}
,
where n ∈ N and t ∈ [0, T ]. Notice that Ln(t) decreases with t. Similarly as in
[24, Lemma 2.1], one can prove that if θ > 12 ,
lim
n→∞
P (Ln(t)
c) = 0, t ∈ [0, T ]. (4.3)
It is easy to check that
‖vn(t, ∗)1Ln(t)‖H ≤ Cn2nθ,
and for 0 ≤ t < t′ ≤ T ,
‖vn1Ln(t′)1[t,t′]‖HT ≤ Cn2nθ|t− t′|
1
2 . (4.4)
On each Ln(t), the assumptions of Theorem A.1 are satisfied. Thus, by
localization we can prove the existence of a unique solution to (4.2), and that
this solution is bounded in probability.
For the formulation of the main result, it is necessary to introduce an addi-
tional assumption:
(A7) As in (A1), the mapping t 7→ Λ(t) is a deterministic function with values
in the space of non-negative tempered distributions with rapid decrease, and for
any t ∈ [0, T ], Λ(t) is a non-negative measure. Moreover, there exist η, δ > 0
such that
(i)
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
|FΛ(s)(ξ)|2µ(dξ)ds ≤ Ctη, for any t ∈ (0, T ],
(ii) sup0≤s≤T
∫
Rd
|FΛ(s)(ξ)|2µ(dξ) = sup0≤s≤T J1(s) <∞,
(iii)
∫ t
0 Λ(s)(R
d)ds ≤ Ctδ, for any t ∈ (0, T ].
Clearly, (A7) is stronger than (A1).
Let Γ(dx) = |x|−βdx, β ∈ (0, d ∧ 2), and therefore µ(dξ) = |ξ|−(d−β)dξ. In
Section 5, we will see that the fundamental solution to the wave equation with
d = {1, 2, 3} satisfies (A7).
The main result of this section is the following.
Theorem 4.1. The hypotheses are (A2) and (A7). We also suppose that σ
and b are Lipschitz continuous functions. Let uε(t, x) be the solution to (2.1) at
a given point (t, x) ∈ (0, T ]×Rd. Then the topological support of the probability
law P◦(uε(t, x))−1 is the closure of the set {Φht,x;h ∈ HT }, where Φht,x is defined
in (2.6).
By the preceding discussion, the theorem is a corollary of the next Proposi-
tion.
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Proposition 4.2. Assume that A,B,G, b : R → R are Lipschitz continuous
functions and that assumptions (A2) and (A7) are satisfied. Fix (t, x) ∈
(0, T ]×Rd and, in the definition of Ln(t), fix θ > 12 such that
(
η
2 − θ + 12
)∧ δ−
θ > 0. Then, for any p ∈ [1,∞),
lim
n→∞
∥∥(Xn(t, x)−X(t, x))1Ln(t)∥∥p = 0, (4.5)
where ‖ · ‖p denotes the Lp(Ω)-norm.
Indeed, owing to (4.3), the convergence (4.5) yields limn→∞Xn(t, x) =
X(t, x) in probability.
The rest of the section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 4.2. First we
introduce some additional notation.
For any n ∈ N, t ∈ [0, T ], set
tn = max
{
k2−nT, k = 0, . . . , 2n − 1 : k2−nT < t} ,
and define tn = max{tn − 2−nT, 0}. To strengthen the Ft-measurability prop-
erties of X(t, x) and Xn(t, x), we consider stochastic processes defined by a
modification of Equations (4.1), (4.2), respectively, as follows:
X(t, tn, x) =w(t, x) +
∫ tn
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− y)(A+B)(X(s, y))M(ds, dy)
+ 〈Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)G(X(·, ∗))1[0,tn](·), h〉HT
+
∫ tn
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− y)b(X(s, y))dyds, (4.6)
and
X−n (t, x) =w(t, x) +
∫ tn
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− y)A(Xn(s, y))M(ds, dy)
+ 〈Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)B(Xn(·, ∗))1[0,tn](·), vn〉HT
+ 〈Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)G(Xn(·, ∗))1[0,tn](·), h〉HT
+
∫ tn
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− y)b(Xn(s, y))dyds.
In the proof of Proposition 4.2, we will use the following facts: for any
p ∈ [1,∞) and every integer n ≥ 1,
(P1)
sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
‖X(t, x)−X(t, tn, x)‖p ≤ C2−n(
η
2
∧δ) (4.7)
(P2)
sup
n∈N
sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
‖X(t, tn, x)‖p ≤ C (4.8)
(P3)
sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
‖(Xn(t, x)−X−n (t, x))1Ln(t)‖p ≤ Cn2−n([(
η
2
−θ+ 1
2
)∧δ] (4.9)
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The estimate (4.7) can be easily obtained by adapting the arguments of the
proof of [11, Lemma 4.1] and applying the assumption (A7). From (4.7) and
Theorem A.1 applied to the Equation (4.1), we obtain (4.8). Finally, (4.9) is
proved adapting the arguments of the proof of [11, Lemma 4.2, Lemma 4.3],
and assuming (A7).
Proof of Proposition 4.2.
Using (4.1), (4.2), we write the difference Xn(t, x)−X(t, x) grouped into com-
parable terms and prove their convergence to zero. The main difficulty lies
in the convergence of 〈Λ(t − ·, x − ∗)B(Xn(·, ∗)), vn〉HT to
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t − s, x −
y)B(X(s, y))M(ds, dy).
We write
X(t, x)−Xn(t, x) =
10∑
i=1
U in(t, x),
where
U1n(t, x) =
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− y) [A(X(s, y))−A(Xn(s, y))]M(ds, dy),
U2n(t, x) = 〈Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)[G(X(·, ∗))−G(Xn(·, ∗))], h〉HT ,
U3n(t, x) =
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− y)[b(X(s, y))− b(Xn(s, y))]dyds,
U4n(t, x) =
∫ t
tn
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− y)B(X(s, y))M(ds, dy),
U5n(t, x) = 〈Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)[B(X(·, ∗))−B(Xn(·, ∗))]1[tn,t](·), vn〉HT ,
U6n(t, x) = −〈Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)B(X(·, ∗))1[tn,t](·), vn〉HT ,
U7n(t, x) =
∫ tn
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− y)[B(X(s, y))−B(X−(s, y))]M(ds, dy),
U8n(t, x) =
∫ tn
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− y)B(X−(s, y))M(ds, dy)
− 〈Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)B(X−(·, ∗))1[0,tn](·), vn〉HT ,
U9n(t, x) = 〈Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)[B(X−(·, ∗))−B(X−n (·, ∗))]1[0,tn](·), vn〉HT ,
U10n (t, x) = 〈Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)[B(X−n (·, ∗))−B(Xn(·, ∗))]1[0,tn](·), vn〉HT .
Here, we have used the abridged notation X−(·, ∗) for the stochastic process
X(t, tn, x) defined in (4.6). Notice that although not apparent in this new
notation, X−(·, ∗) does depend on n.
Fix p ∈ [2,∞[. Clearly,
E
(|Xn(t, x)−X(t, x)|p 1Ln(t)) ≤ C
10∑
i=1
E
(∣∣U in(t, x)∣∣p 1Ln(t)) .
We start by analyzing the contribution of U in(t, x), i = 1, 2, 3 on the left-hand
side of this expression.
Burkholder’s and Ho¨lder’s inequalities yield
E
(∣∣U1n(t, x)∣∣p 1Ln(t)) ≤ C
∫ t
0
sup
y∈Rd
E
(∣∣∣X(s, y)−Xn(s, y)∣∣∣p1Ln(s))J1(t− s)ds.
(4.10)
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Schwarz’s inequality implies
E
[∣∣U2n(t, x)∣∣p1Ln(t)]
≤ ‖h‖pHTE
(∥∥Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)[G(X(·, ∗))−G(Xn(·, ∗))]1Ln(t)∥∥2HT
)p/2
.
Then, by using Ho¨lder’s inequality we obtain
E
(∣∣U2n(t, x)∣∣p 1Ln(t)) ≤ C
∫ t
0
sup
y∈Rd
E
(∣∣∣X(s, y)−Xn(s, y)∣∣∣p1Ln(s))J1(t− s)ds.
(4.11)
We apply Ho¨lder’s inequality to U3n(t, x) and obtain
E
(∣∣U3n(t, x)∣∣p 1Ln(t)) ≤ C
∫ t
0
sup
y∈Rd
E
(∣∣∣X(s, y)−Xn(s, y)∣∣∣p1Ln(s))J2(t− s)ds.
(4.12)
Next we consider the terms U in(t, x) for i = 4, 5, 6. Let i = 4. Ho¨lder’s
inequalities and assumption (A7) yield
E
(∣∣U4n(t, x)∣∣p 1Ln(t))
≤ C
(
1 + sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
E
[|X(t, x)|p])(∫ t
tn
J1(t− s)ds
)p/2
≤ C2−pnη/2. (4.13)
Using Ho¨lder’s inequality, (4.4) and assumption (A7), we have
E
(∣∣U5n(t, x)∣∣p 1Ln(t))
≤ Cnp2np(θ−1/2)E[‖Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)[B(X(s, y))−B(Xn(·, ∗))]1[tn,t](·)1Ln(t)‖pHT ]
≤ Cnp2np(θ−1/2)
(∫ t
tn
J1(t− s)ds
)p/2−1
×
∫ t
tn
sup
y∈Rd
E
(∣∣∣X(s, y)−Xn(s, y)∣∣∣p1Ln(s))J1(t− s)ds
≤ Cnp2−n[p( η2−θ+ 12 )−η]
∫ t
0
sup
y∈Rd
E
(∣∣∣X(s, y)−Xn(s, y)∣∣∣p1Ln(s))J1(t− s)ds.
(4.14)
Since η2 −θ+ 12 > 0, for p > η(η2 −θ+ 12 )−1, we clearly have p(η2 −θ+ 12 )−η > 0.
For U6n(t, x), we proceed in a similar manner as for U
5
n(t, x) applying the fact
that X(t, x) has uniformly bounded moments of all orders. We obtain
E
(∣∣U6n(t, x)∣∣p 1Ln(t))
≤ Cnp2pn(θ−1/2)
(
1 + sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
E
[|X(t, x)|p])(∫ t
tn
J1(t− s)ds
)p/2
≤ Cnp2−pn(η/2−θ+1/2). (4.15)
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Finally, we study U in(t, x), i = 7, 8, 9, 10. The arguments based on Burkholder’s
and Ho¨lder’s inequalities and (4.7) give
E
(∣∣U7n(t, x)∣∣p 1Ln(t)) ≤ C
∫ t
0
sup
y∈Rd
E
(∣∣∣X−(s, y)−X(s, y)∣∣∣p1Ln(s))J1(t− s)ds
≤ C2−np[ η2∧δ]. (4.16)
In the following, let τn be the operator defined on functions f : [0, T ]×Rd →
R by τn(f)(t, x) := f((t+2
−n)∧T, x). Since tn < T −2−n, the restriction ”∧T ”
is not active on t ∈ [0, tn]. Let πn be the projection operator from HT onto the
Hilbert subspace generated by the set of functions
{2nT−11∆i(·)⊗ ek(∗), i = 0, . . . , 2n − 1, k = 1, . . . , n}.
Note that πn◦τn is a uniformly bounded operator in n ∈ N and πn◦τn converges
to IHT strongly, where IHT denotes the identity operator on HT . Moreover,
Υt :=
(
πn ◦ τn
)− IHT is a contraction operator on HT .
Since X−n (s, ∗), X−(s, ∗) are Fsn -measurable random variables, by using the
definition of vn one checks that
U9n(t, x) =
∫ tn
0
∫
Rd
(πn ◦ τn)
[
Λ(t− s, x− y)
(B(X−n (s, y))−B(X−(s, y)))
]
M(ds, dy).
Thus, after having applied Burkholder’s inequality, we obtain
E
[(∣∣U9n(t, x)∣∣p) 1Ln(t)]
≤ CE
(∥∥∥(πn ◦ τn)[Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)(B(X−)−B(X−n ))](·, ∗)1[0,tn](·)1Ln(·)∥∥∥p
HT
)
≤ CE
(∫ tn
0
∥∥Λ(t− s, x− ∗)(B(X−(s, ∗))−B(X−n (s, ∗)))1Ln(s)∥∥2H ds
) p
2
.
Then similarly as for U2n(t, x), we have
E
[(∣∣U9n(t, x)∣∣p) 1Ln(t)]
≤ C
∫ tn
0
sup
y∈Rd
E
(∣∣∣X−(s, y)−X−n (s, y)∣∣∣p1Ln(s))J1(t− s)ds.
This clearly implies
E
[(∣∣U9n(t, x)∣∣p) 1Ln(t)]
≤ C
(∫ tn
0
sup
y∈Rd
E
(∣∣∣X−(s, y)−X(s, y)∣∣∣p1Ln(s))J1(t− s)ds
+
∫ tn
0
sup
y∈Rd
E
(∣∣∣X(s, y)−Xn(s, y)∣∣∣p1Ln(s))J1(t− s)ds
+
∫ tn
0
sup
y∈Rd
E
(∣∣∣Xn(s, y)−X−n (s, y)∣∣∣p1Ln(s))J1(t− s)ds
)
.
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Recall that X−(s, y) = X(s, sn, y). By applying (4.7) and (4.9), we obtain
E
[(∣∣U9n(t, x)∣∣p) 1Ln(t)]
≤ C
∫ t
0
sup
y∈Rd
E
(∣∣∣X(s, y)−Xn(s, y)∣∣∣p1Ln(s))J1(t− s)ds
+ Cnp2−np[(
η
2
−θ+ 1
2
)∧δ]. (4.17)
For the study of U10n (t, x), we first apply Schwarz’s inequality. Then (4.4)
and (4.9) yield
E
[(∣∣U10n (t, x)∣∣p) 1Ln(t)] ≤ Cn2p2−np[(η2−θ+ 12 )∧δ−θ]. (4.18)
Finally, we consider U8n(t, x). We are assuming that t > 0. Hence, for n big
enough, tn − 2−n > 0 and tn + 2−n < t. Define
U8,1n (t, x) =
∫ tn
0
∫
Rd
πn
(
Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)B(X−(·, ∗))
− τn
[
Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)B(X−(·, ∗))
)
(s, y)M(ds, dy),
U8,2n (t, x) =
∫ tn
0
∫
Rd
(
Λ(t− s, x− y)B(X−(s, y))
− πn
[
Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)B(X−(·, ∗))])M(ds, dy).
Clearly,
U8n(t, x) = U
8,1
n (t, x) + U
8,2
n (t, x).
To facilitate the analysis, we write U8,1n (t, x) more explicitly, as follows.
U8,1n (t, x) =
∫ tn
0
∫
Rd
(
πn
[
Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)B(X−(·, ∗))](s, y)
− πn
[
Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)B(X−(·, ∗))](s+ 2−n, y))M(ds, dy). (4.19)
For the second integral on the right-hand side of (4.19) we perform a change
of variable s+ 2−n 7→ s. Therefore we obtain
E
(∣∣U8,1n (t, x)∣∣p 1Ln(t)) ≤ C (V 8,1n (t, x) + V 8,2n (t, x)) ,
where
V 8,1n (t, x) := E
[∣∣∣∣
∫ tn+2−n
tn
∫
Rd
πn
[
Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)B(X−(·, ∗))](s, y)
×M(ds, dy)
∣∣∣∣
p
1Ln(t)
]
,
V 8,2n (t, x) := E
[∣∣∣∣
∫ 2−n
0
∫
Rd
πn
[
Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)B(X−(·, ∗))](s, y)
×M(ds, dy)
∣∣∣∣
p
1Ln(t)
]
.
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By the usual procedure involving Burkholder’s and Ho¨lder’s inequalities and
(4.8) we have
V 8,1n (t, x) ≤ C
(
1 + sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
E
[|X−(t, x)|p])(∫ tn+2−n
tn
J1(t− s)ds
) p
2
≤ C
(
1 + sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
E
[|X−(t, x)|p])(∫ 2−n+1
0
J1(s)ds
) p
2
≤ C2−np η2 , (4.20)
where in the last inequality, after a change of variable, we have applied (i) of
assumption (A7).
Notice that for s ∈ [0, 2−n], X−(s, y) = X(s, sn, y) = w(s, y). Therefore,
condition (ii) in (A7) implies,
V 8,2n (t, x) ≤ C
(
1 + sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
|w(t, x)|p
)(∫ 2−n
0
J1(t− s)ds
) p
2
≤ C2−n p2 . (4.21)
Thus, by (4.20) and (4.21) we have proved the convergence
lim
n→∞
sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
E
(∣∣U8,1n (t, x)∣∣p 1Ln(t)) = 0. (4.22)
Let us now consider U8,2n (t, x). After applying Burkholder’s inequality we
have
E
(∣∣U8,2n (t, x)∣∣p1Ln(t))
≤ CE
(∥∥∥(πn − IHT )[Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)B(X−(·, ∗))]1Ln(·)1[0,tn](·)∥∥∥p
HT
)
.
We want to prove that the right-hand side of this inequality tends to zero as
n→∞.
Set
Zn(t, x) =
∥∥∥(πn − IHT )[Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)B(X−(·, ∗))]1Ln(·)1[0,tn](·)∥∥∥
HT
.
Since πn is a projection on the Hilbert space HT , the sequence {Zn(t, x), n ≥ 1}
decreases to zero as n→∞ and can be bounded from above by supn∈N ‖Λ(t−
·, x−∗)B(X−(·, ∗))‖HT . Remember that X−(s, y) stands forX(s, sn, y), defined
in (4.6), and therefore it depends on n.
Assume that
E
(
sup
n
∥∥Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)B(X−(·, ∗))∥∥p
HT
)
<∞, (4.23)
for any p ∈ [1,∞). Then, by bounded convergence theorem, we can conclude
that limn→∞ E[(Zn(t, x))
p] = 0.
Let us sketch the main arguments for the proof of (4.23). By considering
first a convolution in the space variable of Λ(t − ·, x − ∗)B(X−(·, ∗)) with an
approximation of the identity, and then passing to the limit, we prove
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E(
sup
n
‖Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)B(X−(·, ∗))‖pHT
)
≤ C
(
1 + sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
E
(
sup
n
|X(t, tn, x)|p
))(∫ t
0
J1(s)ds
) p
2
(4.24)
(see [28, Proposition 3.3] for the arguments).
From the definition of X(t, tn, x), we see that for the second and third terms
in (4.6), the supremum in n can be easily handled, since they are defined path-
wise. For the stochastic integral term, we consider the discrete martingale{∫ tn
0
∫
Rd
Λ(s0 − s, x− y)(A+B)(X(s, y))M(ds, dy),Ftn , n ∈ N
}
,
where s0 ∈]0, T ] is fixed. By applying first Doob’s maximal inequality and then
Burkholder’s inequality, we obtain
E
(
sup
n
∣∣∣∣
∫ tn
0
∫
Rd
Λ(s0 − s, x− y)(A+B)(X(s, y))M(ds, dy)
∣∣∣∣
p
)
≤ CE
(∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(s0 − s, x− y)(A+B)(X(s, y))M(ds, dy)
∣∣∣∣
p
)
≤ CE
(
‖Λ(s0 − ·, x− ∗)(A+B)(X(·, ∗))‖
p
2
HT
)
.
Finally, we take s0 := t. Using the property sup(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd E (|X(t, x)|p), we
obtain that the expression (4.24) is finite.
Hence, we have proved that
lim
n→∞
E
(|U8,2n (t, x)|p1Ln(t)) = 0, (4.25)
and from (4.22) and (4.25), we conclude
lim
n→∞
E(|U8n(t, x)|p1Ln(t)) = 0. (4.26)
Taking into account (4.10) - (4.18) and (4.26), we see that
E
(|X(t, x)−Xn(t, x)|p 1Ln(t))
≤ Cn + C
∫ t
0
sup
y∈Rd
E
(|X(s, y)−Xn(s, y)|p 1Ln(s)) (J1(t− s) + J2(t− s))ds,
where (Cn, n ≥ 1) is a sequence of real numbers satisfying limn→∞ Cn = 0. By
applying a version of Gronwall’s lemma, see [6, Lemma 15], we finish the proof
of the Proposition. 
5 Examples
In this section we illustrate Theorem 2.4 with some examples.
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Stochastic wave equation
Let F be the Gaussian process introduced in Section 2. Consider the family
of stochastic wave equations indexed by ε ∈ (0, 1],(
∂2
∂t2
−∆d
)
uε(t, x) = εσ(uε(t, x))F˙ (t, x) + b(uε(t, x)), (t, x) ∈ (0, T ]× Rd,
uε(0, x) = u0(x),
∂uε
∂t
(0, x) = u1(x), (5.1)
where ∆d stands for the d-dimensional Laplacian, and d ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
We write (5.1) in the mild form (2.1) with
w(t, x) =
∫
Rd
Λ(t, x− y)u1(y)dy + ∂
∂t
∫
Rd
Λ(t, x− y)u0(y)dy,
where Λ is the fundamental solution to the wave equation.
For any t ∈ (0, T ], Λ(t) is a measure with support included in Bt(0) (the
closed ball of Rd centered at zero and with radius t), and Λ(t)(Rd) = t. For
example, if d = 3, it is the uniform surface measure on ∂Bt(0), normalized
by the factor 14πt . It is also well-known that the Fourier transform of Λ is
FΛ(t)(ξ) = sin(2πt|ξ|)2π|ξ| for any d (see e.g. [14, Chapter 5]).
For the sake of illustration, we will assume that the covariance measure of
F is given by Γ(dx) = |x|−βdx, with β ∈ (0, d ∧ 2), although a deeper analysis
might allow to go beyond this case. Then µ(dξ) := F−1(Γ)(dξ) = |ξ|−(d−β)dξ
and ∫
Rd
|FΛ(s)(ξ)|2µ(dξ) =
∫
Rd
sin2(2πs|ξ|)
4π2|ξ|d−β+2dξ.
With the change of variable ξ 7→ (2πs)ξ, we easily obtain that the last integral
is equal to Cs2−β , with C > 0. Thus,∫ t
0
∫
Rd
|FΛ(s)(ξ)|2µ(dξ)ds = Ct3−β , t ∈ [0, T ].
Consequently, the assumptions (A3) and (A7) hold with γ = η = 3−β, η¯ = 1,
δ = 2 and t0 ∈ (0, T ].
In this setting, we have the following result on (5.1).
Theorem 5.1. Assume (A2), (A4) and (A5). Then for all (t, x) ∈ (0, T ]×
R
d,
lim
ε↓0
ε2 log pεt,x(y) = −I(y), (5.2)
for all y in the interior of the support of u(t, x), where I is defined in (2.5). If
in addition, either b or σ is bounded, then (5.2) holds for any y ∈ R.
Notice that under the standing hypotheses, Theorems 2.2, 2.3 and 4.1 hold.
We refer to [8, Lemma 4.2] for sufficient conditions on the functions u0, u1
implying (A2).
Next we comment on the validity of assumption (A6). The sample paths of
the random field solution to Equation (5.1) belong to the space Cα([0, T ]×Rd)
of α-Ho¨lder continuous functions of degree α ∈ (0, 2−β2 ) (see [9, Section 2.1]
for a summary of results and references). In the present framework, and for
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spatial dimension d = 3, a large deviation principle (LDP) for (5.1) in the space
Cα([0, T ]×Rd), with rate function J ≡ I, is established in [30, Theorem 1.1] (see
also [31]). Its proof is carried out following the variational approach of Budhiraja
and Dupuis in [1] (see also [13]). By the classical contraction principle of LDP
([12, Theorem 4.2.1]), this implies (A6). The proof in [30, Theorem 1.1] also
applies to d ∈ {1, 2}. For d = 2 and with a different method, F. Chenal [3]
establishes the same LDP. For d = 1, the reduced form of the stochastic wave
equation driven by space-time white noise is considered in [18], and logarithmic
estimates for the density are proved.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. From the preceding discussion, we infer that the random
field solution to the stochastic wave Equation (5.1) at a fixed point (t, x) ∈
(0, T ]× Rd satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 2.4, and that J = I.
Stochastic heat equation
Consider the family of stochastic heat equations indexed by ε ∈ (0, 1],(
∂
∂t
−∆d
)
uε(t, x) = εσ(uε(t, x))F˙ (t, x) + b(uε(t, x)), (t, x) ∈ (0, T ]× Rd,
uε(0, x) = u0(x), (5.3)
where the process F is the same as in the example of the stochastic wave equa-
tion, and d ∈ N.
As in the preceding example, we interpret (5.3) in the mild form (2.1) with
w(t, x) =
∫
Rd
Λ(t, x− y)u0(y)dx,
and
Λ(t, x) =
1
(4πt)d/2
exp
(
− |x|
2
4t
)
, (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× Rd.
Hence, Λ(t)(Rd) = 1 for any t ∈ (0, T ].
Let Γ be as in the previous example. Then, using the change of variable
ξ 7→ √sξ, we have∫ t
0
∫
Rd
|FΛ(s)(ξ)|2µ(dξ)ds =
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
exp(−4π2s|ξ|2)|ξ|β−ddξds = Ct 2−β2 .
(5.4)
Hence, the assumptions (A1), (A3) hold with γ = 2−β2 and δ = 1.
Theorem 5.2. Assume (A2), (A4), (A5), (A6). Then for all (t, x) ∈
(t0, T ]× Rd,
lim
ε↓0
ε2 log pεt,x(y) ≤ −J(y),
lim
ε↓0
ε2 log pεt,x(y) ≥ −I(y).
The upper bound holds for all y ∈ R, while the lower bound (with I defined in
(2.5)) holds for any y in the interior of the support of u(t, x). If in addition σ
is bounded, then the lower bound holds for any y ∈ R.
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Suppose that the function u0 is bounded and Ho¨lder continuous with expo-
nent α ∈ (0, 1]. Then Lemma 4.2 in [8] implies (A2).
Finally, we give some remarks on the hypothesis (A6). In the literature,
there are several results on large deviations for different types of stochastic heat
equations with boundary conditions. For example, [2] deals with a heat equation
with d = 1 on a bounded domain with either Neumann or Dirichlet boundary
conditions, driven by a space-time white noise. In [20], the dimension d is arbi-
trary, the boundary conditions are of Dirichlet type, and the noise is spatially
correlated. Additional relevant references are [36], where non-Gaussian noises
are considered; [32] in the framework of evolution equations; [1] illustrates the
variational method on reaction-diffusion equations. In [23], Varadhan estimates
have been obtained for the stochastic heat equation in spatial dimension one
with space-time white noise on bounded domains.
We are not aware of any reference on large deviations for Equation (5.3) in
the present setting. Nevertheless, we believe that using a similar approach as
in [30], such a result could be proved and that the rate function coincides with
I. If this intuition is correct, the assumption (A6) of Theorem 5.2 could be
removed and we will have an equality like (5.2).
A Appendix
This section is devoted to the proof of some auxiliary results used in the paper.
In the first part, we state a theorem on existence and uniqueness of a random
field solution to a class of SPDEs which applies to the different types of equations
that appear in the paper. In the second part, we prove an estimate on the HT -
norm of the deterministic Malliavin matrix.
A.1 A result on existence and uniqueness of solution
Let H1 and H2 be separable Hilbert spaces. Consider mappings
A˜, B˜, G˜ : H2 ×H1 → H1
satisfying
• for all y, y′ ∈ H1,
sup
x∈H2
(
‖A˜(x, y)− A˜(x, y′)‖H1 + ‖B˜(x, y)− B˜(x, y′)‖H1
+‖G˜(x, y)− G˜(x, y′)‖H1
)
≤ C‖y − y′‖H1 .
• There exists q ∈ [1,∞), and for all x ∈ H2,
‖A˜(x, 0)‖H1 + ‖B˜(x, 0)‖H1 + ‖G˜(x, 0)‖H1 ≤ C
(
1 + ‖x‖qH2
)
.
Combining these two estimates yields
‖A˜(x, y)‖H1 + ‖B˜(x, y)‖H1 + ‖G˜(x, y)‖H1 ≤ C
(
1 + ‖y‖H1 + ‖x‖qH2
)
. (A.1)
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Let V = (V (t, x), (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× Rd) be a predictable H2-valued stochastic
process such that for all p ∈ [1,∞)
sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
E
[‖V (t, x)‖pH2] <∞. (A.2)
Let U0 = (U0(t, x), (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] × Rd) be a predictable H1-valued stochastic
process such that for all p ∈ [1,∞)
sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
E
[‖U0(t, x)‖pH1] <∞.
Let h be an HT -valued random variable such that
sup
ω∈Ω
‖h(ω)‖HT <∞. (A.3)
Consider the equation on H1,
U(t, x) =U0(t, x) +
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− y)A˜(V (s, y), U(s, y))M(ds, dy)
+
〈
Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)G˜(V (·, ∗), U(·, ∗)), h〉
HT
+
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− y)B˜(V (s, y), U(s, y))dyds. (A.4)
The following statement is a generalization of [8, Theorem 4.3] and [33,
Theorem 6.2].
Theorem A.1. Assume (A1) and let A˜, B˜, G˜, V , U0, h, be given as above.
There exists a unique predictable stochastic process (U(t, x), (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]×Rd)
with values in H1 satisfying (A.4) for all (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]×Rd, a.s. This solution
satisfies
sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rd
E
[‖U(t, x)‖pH1] <∞, (A.5)
for all p ∈ [1,∞) and is continuous in L2(Ω).
Proof. We use the classical approach based on Picard’s iterations, as in [33,
Theorem 6.2], and similar ideas as in [8, Theorem 4.3], extended to a Hilbert
space setting. In comparison with [33, Theorem 6.2], Equation (A.4) has the
extra term
〈
Λ(t−·, x−∗)G˜(V (·, ∗), U(·, ∗)), h〉
HT
. We illustrate with an example
how to deal with it.
Fix p ∈ [1,∞). The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (A.1) yield
E
[
‖〈Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)G˜(V (·, ∗), U(·, ∗)), h〉
HT
‖pH1
]
≤ sup
ω∈Ω
‖h(ω)‖pHTE
[‖Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)G˜(V (·, ∗), U(·, ∗))‖pH1⊗HT ]
≤ C
∫ t
0
(
1 + sup
(r,y)∈[0,s]×Rd
E
[‖U(r, y)‖pH1]+ sup
(r,y)∈[0,s]×Rd
E
[‖V (r, y)‖pqH1]
)
× J1(t− s)ds
≤ C
∫ t
0
(
1 + sup
(r,y)∈[0,s]×Rd
E
[‖U(r, y)‖pH1]
)
J1(t− s)ds,
where in the second inequality we have applied (A.1), and in the last one (A.2).
We leave it to the reader to complete all the details of the proof.
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In the preceding sections, the following particular cases of Equation (A.4)
have been considered.
(1) H1 = H2 = R, h = 0, A˜ = εσ and B˜ = b do not depend on the first
coordinate, U0 = w. Then U = u
ε (see (2.1)).
(2) H1 = H2 = R, A˜ = 0, G˜ = σ and B˜ = b do not depend on the first
coordinate, U0 = w. Then U := Φ
h (see (2.6)).
(3) H1 = HT , H2 = R, h = 0, A˜(x, y) = εσ′(x)y, B˜(x, y) = b′(x)y, U0 = ε
Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)σ(uε(·, ∗)), V = uε. Then U := Duε (see (3.2)).
(4) H1 = HT , H2 = R, A˜ = 0, G˜(x, y) = σ′(x)y, B˜(x, y) = b′(x)y, U0 =
Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)σ(Φh·,∗), V = Φh. Then U := Ξh (see (3.13)).
(5) H1 = H2 = R, A˜ = σ does not depend on the second coordinate, G˜(x, y) =
σ′(x)y, B˜(x, y) = b′(x)y, U0 = 0, V = Φ
h. Then U := N (h) (see (3.15)).
There is yet another particular case of Equation (A.4) that we met in the
proof of Lemma 3.7. It is obtained by shifting the sample paths ω by ε−1h,
where h ∈ HT , as it is shown in the next Lemma.
Lemma A.2. The hypotheses are (A1), (A2), that σ, b are Lipschitz contin-
uous. Let h ∈ H and set uε,h(t, x;ω) := uε(t, x;ω + ε−1h), (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× Rd,
where uε is the solution to (2.1). Then (uε,h(t, x), (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× Rd) satisfies
the equation
uε,h(t, x) = w(t, x) + ε
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− z)σ(uε,h(s, z))M(ds, dz)
+
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(t− s, x− z)b(uε,h(s, z))dzds
+ 〈Λ(t− ·, x− ∗)σ(uε,h(·, ∗)), h〉HT . (A.6)
The Lemma relies on the formula(∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(s, y)Y (s, y)M(ds, dy)
)
(ω + h) = 〈Λ(·, ∗)Y (s, y)(ω + h), h〉HT
+
(∫ t
0
∫
Rd
Λ(s, y)Y (s, y)(ω + h)M(ds, dy)
)
(ω),
where h ∈ HT and (Y (s, y), (s, y) ∈ [0, T ] × Rd) is a predictable stochastic
processes such that (Λ(s, y)Y (s, y), (s, y) ∈ [0, T ]×Rd) is integrable with respect
to the martingale measure M (see [6] and [8] for details). This is proved by
considering first step processes g, given by g(t, x, ω) = 1(a,b](t)1A(x)X(ω) for
0 ≤ a < b ≤ T , A ∈ Bb(Rd) and X a bounded, Fa-measurable random variable,
and then passing to the limit.
A.2 Analysis of the deterministic Malliavin matrix
In this section we derive an assertion similar to [33, Lemma 8.2] for the Fre´chet
derivative of the function Φ, defined in (3.12), (3.13).
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Proposition A.3. The assumptions are (A1), σ, b ∈ C1 with bounded Lipschitz
continuous derivatives. Then, for all ρ ∈ [0, t] and t ∈ [0, T ],
sup
(r,z)∈[0,t]×Rd
‖D¯Φh(r, z)∥∥2p
Ht−ρ,t
≤ C(g1(ρ))p.
Proof. Fix p ∈ [1,∞), t ∈ [0, T ], ρ ∈ [0, t] and (r, y) ∈ [0, t] × Rd. Recall that
D¯Φh(r, y) is an HT -valued random variable given by
D¯◦,•Φ
h(r, y) =Λ(r − ◦, y − •)σ(Φh◦,•)
+
〈
Λ(r − ·, y − ∗)σ′(Φh·,∗)D¯◦,•Φh(·, ∗), h
〉
HT
+
∫ r
0
∫
Rd
Λ(r − s, y − z)b′(Φhs,z)D¯◦,•Φh(s, z)dzds
(see (3.12) and (3.13)).
We analyze each one of the three terms on the right-hand side of this equation
separately.
For the first term, we have∥∥Λ(r − ◦, y − •)σ(Φh◦,•)∥∥2pHt−ρ,t
≤
(∫ r
t−ρ
J1(r − s)ds
)p−1 ∫ r
t−ρ
sup
(v,z)∈[0,s]×Rd
E
[|σ(Φhv,z)|2p]J1(r − s)ds
≤ C(g1(ρ))p,
where in the last inequality we have used that σ is Lipschitz continuous and also
that for each h ∈ HT , the function (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× Rd 7→ Φh(t, x) is uniformly
bounded. Indeed, this is a consequence of (A.5), since Φh(t, x) is deterministic.
For the second term, we apply first Schwarz’ inequality and then Ho¨lder’s
inequality. Using that σ′ is bounded, we obtain∥∥〈Λ(r − ·, y − ∗)σ′(Φh(·, ∗))D¯◦,•Φh(·, ∗), h〉HT ‖2pHt−ρ,t
≤ C‖h‖2pHT
∫ r
0
sup
(v,z)∈[0,s]×Rd
‖D¯◦,•Φh(v, z)‖2pHt−ρ,tJ1(r − s)ds.
Finally, for the last term we apply Ho¨lder’s inequality with respect to the
finite measure Λ(r− s, x− z)dzds along with the boundedness of b′. We obtain,∥∥∥∥
∫ r
0
∫
Rd
Λ(r − s, y − z)b′(Φhs,y)D¯◦,•Φh(s, z)dzds
∥∥∥∥
2p
Ht−ρ,t
≤ C
∫ r
0
sup
(v,z)∈[0,s]×Rd
‖D¯◦,•Φh(v, z)‖2pHt−ρ,tJ2(r − s)ds.
By applying Gronwall’s lemma to the real function
s 7→ sup
(r,z)∈[0,s]×Rd
‖D¯Φh◦,•(r, z)‖2pHt−ρ,t ,
we have
sup
(r,z)∈[0,t]×Rd
‖D¯◦,•Φh(r, z)‖2pHt−ρ,t ≤ C
(∫ ρ
0
J1(s)ds
)p
= C (g1(ρ))
p
,
for all t ∈ [0, T ]. This yields the assertion.
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